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Dear IPS Members:
With this Spring 1978 issue of the Planetarian, all past IS'PE
(our former name) publications have been mailed and this copy
of the journal is actually going to reach you in the Spring of
1978. In the process of producing the journal, we have lost two
hard-working Planetarian
editors, Frank Jettner and following
him, Bill Fagan. Both men have given a lot to IPS, but found
that with increasing duties in their jobs, they simply didn't have
the time to give the magazine. And "give" is the word; like all
IPS duties, there is no salary for anyone.
John Cotton, who heads IPS's Publications Committee is
now in the process of selecting a new Editor for the Plane tarian.
In the meantime, Ron Hartman, who is our Director of
Publication Production, has agreed to edit an issue or two of the
Planetarian until the new editor has been found and is
comfortable in the role.
I am very grateful to Bill, John and Ron for the help that
they have given me during this term in office and to each of
you for being so patient with and confident about your
professional organization. This is the year that we will build on
the strong society that has resulted from our struggles. I hope
that by the end of the year, IPS will have the largest
membership ever, with more than 500 members worldwide.
See you in Wa:shington.
Cordially,

~

Donald S. Hall
Spring, 1978

DEADLINE FOR AUTUMN, 1978 PLANETARIAN
Material is now being accepted for the Autumn, 1978
issue. Closing date is July 25. Expected mailing date is
September 23. Articles and miscellanea should be
mailed directly to:
Dave Hoffman
I.P.S. Executive Editor
Reiser Planetarium
35th Street and Division Ave. South
Wyoming, Michigan 49508
Scripts are requested for consideration
SECTION. Mail directly to:
Ronald N. Hartman
Mt. San Antonio College
Walnut, CA 91789

in SCRIPT
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Editor's Message
There are two important items to discuss here.
The first is that a new Executive Editor will take over
the editing position of the Planetarian, effective with
the Summer, 1978 issue. His name is Dave Hoffman,
and he is well known to members of the Great Lakes
Planetarium Association, whose journal he now edits.
Dave, who is eager to put a number of new ideas
into effect, is already structuring a Planetarian staff.
My own title, formally that of Circulation
Director (Editor of this one issue in order to get it
out on time while our staff changes are being made),
will be Publishing Director of the Planetarian. It will
be my task to provide the interface between the
edited copy and the printer, and then to mail the
journal. This function includes all mechanical steps
necessary in layout, paste-up, format design, etc.
The second item to note is that format changes
have been underway throughout the previous year,
culminating with this issue. These changes are the
result of a hard look at the options available to us
within our operating budget.
Recently, we were able to secure the services of
a commercial printing establishment, Marrs Printing,
Inc. (no relationship to the red planet-it is located
here on Earth), which can give us the advantage of
some
excellent
production
techniques
without
increasing our overall costs.
With the type format and layout used in this
issue, we are conserving space by as much as 30 to
50%. This allows us to reduce the number of pages,
and thus our printing bill, yet retain the same
content. The savings pays for the additional cost of
typesetting and allows us to limit our budget to about
the same as that of prior issues (a fact which I know
will be of great interest to members).
Be aware, however, that our typesetting (which is
by special arrangement) is nevertheless being done for
us below usual commercial rates. Should economic
changes occur (which they seem to do overnight), we
might again be forced to return to a typewritten
format. The obvious solution to this "skating" on thin
ice would be to increase our membership by only 200
members. This would provide the necessary cushion
against any unexpected large cost increases.
I hope the Planetarian will continue to serve all
of you as a professional journal in both content AND
appearance. Keep in mind, however, that you are
provided only with the proverbial vessel to be filled.
We have no staff of reporters, writers, etc. If YOU
will contribute meaningful information, the Planetarian
will be a good publication. If you don't, it will
quickly approach mediocrity.
Ronald N. Hartman
Mt. San Antonio College
Spring, 1978
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SURVEY RESULTS:
THE MEMBERSHIP SPEAKS!
..........."""""""""'".."....,..,.,..""..,.................,.."............""""""______ Ronald N. Hartman
Four hundred survey sheets were mailed with the
Autumn, 1977 Planetarian to the majority of I.P.S.
members and some libraries. The purpose of the
survey was to determine how long it took the journal
to arrive, condition of delivery, interest in optional
first class service, and to receive comments regarding
format of the Planetarian and information as to
whether we were meeting the needs of members in
terms of content.
A total of 58% of the forms were returned, and a
majority answered all questions in some detail. We
appreciate the time spent in responding and have
already enacted some of the suggestions in this issue.
The comments will be made available to the new
Executive Editor for his evaluation.
The publication was mailed on the date stamped
on the cover. Within a week it was being received
locally, and along the Pacific coast. Two weeks were
required to reach the midwest, and by the end of the
third week virtually everyone had received their copy,
with the exception of a few locations in New York,
Pennsylvania, and Ohio (probably because of the very
bad weather. Some respondents indicated mail delivery
hag been delayed). Only a few scattered areas also
received issues after three weeks.
Less than 2% indicated any damage whatsoever to
the envelope, but even in these instances, there were
only two or three cases of any bending to the
contents.
About 10% of the respondents indicated an
interest in first class service; some were interested in
what the added cost might be, before deciding. (We
are estimating, based on weight, about $.50 per copy.
Notice will be given if it is decided to make the
option available.)
In general, the membership indicated it was
pleased with the format of the Planetarian but there
were suggestions for double columns, a non-typewriter
type face, and better use of wi1ite space. (The layout
options offer mechanical lim itations with typewriter,
incidentally.) There was some concern regarding costs,
should the layout be changed. Feelings indicated a
preference to keep costs at the same level, rather than
strain the I.p.s. treasury. There were many requests to
continue sections on
technical effects, include
evaluations of new equipment, and scripts. While some
members indicated they wanted articles on pure
astronomy, a greater number thought those should be
excluded, because of the more specialized purpose of
the Planetarian. Creative Corner was pointed out as
the favorite spot. Interest in cartoons was also high.
There was a desire for evaluations in all areas of
programming, especially in the effectiveness of various

approaches to school programming at different levels.
"Forum" and, "letters to the Editor" columns were
requested. (The Planetarian DOES have a "letters"
column, but rarely does it receive a contribution!)
To best illustrate the flavor of comments, I have
taken what I hope is a representative cross section of
opinion, and will include these comments here.
Readers' comments, in some instances, represent a
portion of the letter received, and only minor, if any,
editing has been done. I have excluded names of
authors, as I don't know how many prefer to remainanonymous. If you see YOU R comments reproduced,
and would like to expand upon them, we will be
,.DELIGHTED to
print your comments (with
appropriate credit) in the "Letters" or a "Forum"
section. Members' comments follow:
The Planetarian is looking better each issue. I'd
like to see a column devoted to "new resources:
books, magazine articles, records, etc." Also, a column
on new planetaria, director changes, etc.
Why not offer book reviews of the better current
astronomy literature? Suggested bibliographies on
special astronomy topics?
Added features could be letters to the Editor, or
a public forum section. . . Another consideration
could be new product info-more specifically in
software. I would personally like to commend my
fellow planetarians for their work in producing what I
consider a professional publication. May the
powers-that-be protect all of you from falling
stars-you are not expendable!!!
Would like to see economical ideas on special
effects emphasized-also some planetarium scripts.
I like articles for small planetariums with low
budgets. Items related to building things for the
planetariu mare helpfu I.
How about a column listing planetarium or
planetarium-related conferences around the country. We
know about I.p.s. and our regional groups, but often
do not hear about other conferences. Perhaps, include
Astronomy-education gatherings as well.
I'd like to see at least one article per issue
SOLICITED by the Editors from an author who has
established a strong reputation in the subject. . .
These articles should
be
concise, technical,
sophisticated, and packed with information. Too often
articles in the Planetarian restate the obvious or
remain vague without developing potentially interesting
ideas. Perhaps a committee of established ((experts"
could be formed for each of a number of areas.
Assignment of articles could rotate from committee to
committee, and· also within each committee, so that a
single individual would only be called occasionally.
Each article could be "the last word" on a specialized
topic, bringing us up to date in considerable detail.

I like having some planetarium programs. . . How
about an annual index?
I am very pleased with what I perceive to be an
improvement which has already been made in the
layout and quality of articles in the Planetarian. While
further improvements would certainly be appreciated, I
do not perceive them to be necessary.
I would suggest articles by research astronomers on
new advances in astronomy. (Perhaps practicing
planetarian people could then devise programs which
would incorporate these ideas.). . . "Positions open,
jobs needed," .. .for those of us with college students.
.such a section would be useful in counseling.
Would advertising help with the budget? ..
[Editor: Not really. In the past it was more trouble
than profit. If advertising is resumed-which is being
considered-it will be to provide a service to the
reader and the vendor.}
Great ((as is"!
I favor the kinds of articles and helpful hints that
have made this a worthwhile publication-articles that
provide background information like: folklore and
legends; early attempts to understand apparent
motions. . .(Iike Stonehenge and Medicine Wheel);
hints on techniques and construction of simple special
effects devices. . .participatory programs. Keep up the
good work.
don't find the typewriter-face print very
appealing. I realize typesetting is very expensive and
out of the question financially but I think there are
better typing fonts than the one presently used. I
personally
prefer
the
IBM
Executive
(with
variable-spaced letters). I also prefer two columns per
page rather than one. They're easier to read and look
more professional. Perhaps right justification could be
added eventually.
While many people would insist it's the contents
of the jorunal that are most important, and I would
agree, I also feel its attention to details that sets the
image of the journal and thereby, to a certain extent,
the profession.
can
hardly
complain about the issue
accompanying this form; it was the most interesting
and helpful in recent months. Those of us in small
planetariums appreciate technical articles such as the
two-axis moving mirror in this issue.
Besides, if I had any major complaints, particu,larly
about something I felt was lacking in the Planetarian,
the best valid response would be for me to contribute
something to fill the void. After all, the Planetarian is
not someone else's journal created for me; it is OUR
journal, created for each other. Keep up the good
work!
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How about
a story-line script, especially
science-fiction. I think features are good.
wish we
could get more line drawings or original art work of a
humorous nature for comic-relief in shows. . .[ I]
enjoy the reviews of movies. Could we expand to
books (not astronomy texts-just useful references of
all types, such as mythology, planet geology, etc.)?
Keep costs down. Communication of ideas,
reporting of activities and research [are] more
important than "status" or "physical look" of Journal.
Status will increase only as contents become useful
and worthwhile. The Journal is needed for planetarium
educators. Do not expand to astronomy in general.
There are too many journals which now do that
better than we can.
Physical size is too large. A lOx 7" format
[would be] better. Use double columns . . . [Editor:
7a x 7 would cost same as 8/f x 77 and give us less
space.}
I would appreciate more "educational" articles on
school programs. We teach 3-year-olds and up not only
during the regular school year, but also during
vacation time. . .1 have especially enjoyed the two
P.O.P. articles! Keep up the good work.
Need good audio-visual material lists and sources
for "in the planetarium" use-especially for small
planetariums with little or no staff (just one person),
so materials should be good, usable, sensational, and
easy to assemble and use.
would appreciate a master script and slide
catalog. The catalog would include all titles and
descriptions of scripts and slides presently on file with
I.p.s. and all the regional groups.
I think the Planetarian is an excellent publication
because it allows anyone to express h is opinion on
various matters, and share ideas that work (or don't
work). . .your articles and ideas shared by other
planetarium Directors have been a comfort and a
reinforcement to my teaching.
The format.
.and general quality.
.quite
satisfactory . . . I would recommend an attempt to
upgrade the levels of soph istication of the papers
accepted for printing. The I.p.s. Planetarian should be
a notch or two above [regional pUblications].
The International aspects of our Society might
deserve greater emphasis. In visiting the planetarium in
Armagh, Northern Ireland this past summer, I gained
perspectives relative to programming, fiscal budgeting
and general philosophy that were enlightening, if not
shocking. . . Let a portion of the I.p.s. Planetarian be
dedicated to an "insurance" that our societies'
membership not become so engrossed with the
artificial world in our planetariums that we get into a
deep professional rut. ..
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Content-wise, I would like to see more operations
and administration related articles. such as discussing
the new federal copyright laws with regard to
planetaria, technical and professional standards, and
cost-cutting ideas . . . Finally, i would like to see more
International scope in the Plan e tarian.
Appears to
be good at present. Present more "light" articles
associated with planetariums.
Could you reprint useful articles
journals which would be of interest?

from

other

.1 like the CREATIVE CORNER section, as
any technical tips and ideas provided for a one-man
small planetarium are greatly appreciated.
. .In particular, I would like to see a discussion
of what makes a "good" system-wide planetarium
program for a school system. For example, how many
districts ((require" all or least some of their elementary
grades to attend a planetarium show? In how many
districts is a planetarium visit strictly voluntary on the
part of the teacher? How many districts have
integrated the planetarium into their K-12 curriculum
and have published a planetarium curriculum guide?
Another area for investigation is a possible national
certification program for planetariums. Before we can·
have a professional publication, I feel that we need
certain minimum professional standards as planetarium
educators.
[Suggestions]: 1. Line drawing artwork within the
magazine and suitable for Kodalith reversal and use in
planetarium programming. This could include line
drawings of constellations, panoramas, cartoons, etc.
How about classified ads-some planetariums asking for
information or special effects while others could offer
materials and equipment.
I personally find the technical articles, such as
CREATIVE CORNER, to be most useful, with
program ideas running a close second.
[suggest] thar the FULL mailing address be
given with an author's name. . . If someone wants to
contact an author, what are the chances that that
person will go to the trouble of looking up the ZIP
before mailing? Small, I thin'k.
After . . . that, in general, I am quite pleased with
the· Planetarian. It serves a worthwhile purpose, but I
would Ii ke to see costs held down. $20. ISPE dues is
a lot when compared
with other professional
organizations.
My only suggestion would be more cartoons. They
are aim ost as illustrative and not as expensive as
photographs.
Interested
sketches.

in

more

special

effects,

Please turn to page 22

plans
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PURSUING AND PERFECTING THE PETER PRINCIPLE
IN PLANETARIUM PROGRAMMING
or IF WE COULD GET RID OF THE DAMN THING IN THE MIDDLE,
OF THE ROOM, WE COULD DO A HELL'UV A PROGRAM.

Tom Gates
From J. W. Krutch: "As machines get to be more and
more like men, men will come to be more and more
like machines."
Well, here we are, an assemblage of individuals who
have come together to reaffirm their allegiance to the
finesse, cultural enrichment, competence of skills,
dedication of purpose and a variety of other similar
goals designed to affect the lives of recipients of our
programs. We are again assuring ourselves that
governing boards, directors, administrators, politicians,
technicians, artists, secretaries, clerks, ushers and all
others who sell their soul to the cause, will join in
mutual harmony to accomplish the beautiful objectives
of program in the creation myth which lead to the
construction of our various facilities-will in the words
of the great Bertrand Russell-Hlf fifty million people
say a foolish thing, it is still a foolish thing."
Perhaps the most significant insanity now manifest
in humankind is the dedication to the pursuit of
incompetence. Dr. Lawrence J. Peter has written a
trilogy of books which shed great insight into the
technique by which we try to accomplish ideas. This
great technique is the hierarchy or structure by which
an objective is played out. A hierarchy is defined in
the American College Dictionary as "any system of
persons or things in a graded' order." Dr. Peter's first
book, The Peter Principle: Why Things Go Wrong,
states the Peter Principle: "In a Hierarchy, Every
Em p! oy ee
Tends to
Rise to His
Level of
Incompetence." He proceeds to explain the many ways
we have created for inducing incompetence into our
lives. It occurs to me that indeed the Peter Principle
is alive and well in the planetarium field and I will
discuss the matter.
From
M.
Twain:
"Civilization is
multiplication of unnecessary necessities.

a

limitless

JI

The planetarium has been acclaimed as one of the
marvels of our age with its ability to recreate the
night skies and motions. The first planetarium
programs laid great emphasis upon pointing out
constellations and stars, and naming them. Little else
was done except to discuss the marvelous complex
instrument capable of such display. Seats were in
concentric circles around the instrument and I suggest
this arrangement stems from a subconscious form or
worship of the idol at the center of the room. Those

planetariums that psychologically give services at the
altar of the projector, I label as "worship sanctuary"
programs. The newer refinement allowing the
planetarium instrument to rise on an elevator has
increased the audience appeal of worship to the
symbol, and one planetarium director capitalizes on
this aspect by bringing up the projector to strains of
music with lights playing on the instrument. He tells
me that this always elicits audible sighs and groans
from the female segment of the audience.
From A. Huxley: "Technological progress has merely
provided us with more efficient means for going
backwards. "
Some planetariums began to experiment with other
projections moving the planetarium from a celestial
object identification chamber to an experiential theatre.
Rockem Sockem was the delight of all the
community. His shows always included dramatic
sunsets and sunrises, rocket blast-off sequences, thunder
and lightning storms complete with squirt guns,
panoramas of the moon complete with super athletic
feats, songs and nursery rhymes from a child's record
garden of outer space, and a look at heaven-the other
side of the dome. The crowds loved it. The brain
strain was not severe and teachers could relax in the
coffee shop knowing their charges could be turned
over to someone else for an hour.

From J.
mediocre.

Joubert:

"Mediocrity

is

merit

to

the

II

The foregoing example
often label as the
Marvelous Mixing Machine syndrome.
The great educational value of the planetarium was
seen shortly after its appearance in history, but it
wasn't until cheap methods were developed to match
educational philosophy, that the true infusion of the
Peter Principle into the planetarium field was
significantly explored. The marriage of planetariums
an d educational process, particularly when the
is excellence, have exemplified the
expressed goal
deeper ramifications of the incompetence syndrome.
Ian Competent was the science teacher at Excelsior
High who always dropped phosphorus into the water,
ate his frog specimen for lunch as he was absorbed in
his reading and lectured to his physics class from his
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biology notes. V. Clever, the sharp new administrator
who was. hired to clean up on educational deadwood,
assigned Ian Competent to the planetarium since
everyone knew that all that was needed was for
someone to turn the switch on and off and the
automatic program for $60,000.00 did the rest.
Needless to say, Excelsior High had an inoperative
planetarium program in record time.
When Excelsior University could not legally divert
the millions given by Philan Tropic to something other
than the planetarium specified in his will, they set
about building the monument of the century. When Hi
Hopes came to run the facility with his many staff
people, some of the finest planetarium programs in
existence were conceived. Jaquin Behindjou, the
administrator who had endorsed the magnificent
monument now was not understanding as to why the
facility was not self-supporting, especially when the
ultimate prostitution of the facility was allowed to
generate income; the light and sound show.
From R. Price: "If everybody doesn't want it, nobody
gets it."
When Juan Tu Go was appointed to run the major
planetarium operation of Utopia College, all of the
administrators, faculty, staff and citizens expressed
great eUlogies about the facility. Juan designed a staff
to perform the objectives of the facility which was a
minimum staff. When funding became tight, the staff
plan was cut in half and other interests began to
harshly question the money going into Juan's already
understaffed facility. Irun Scared, the administrator
under whose jurisdiction Juan's facility fell, began
questioning every nickel and dime of expense to run
the facility in an effort to appease the external
pressure. Needless to say, Juan's operation fell into
morale problems and the program deteriorated.
Such examples as the foregoing I call the "bastard
child," and we are all certainly familiar with such
types.

planetariums, or worse yet, the idea that they should
know does not even occur to them.
From B. Atkinson: "Government Bureaucrats are
nature sluggish, secretive and suspicious-the three S's
of their craft."
The problem in schools and municipal governments
under which
many
planetarium
facilities fall
compounds as time goes on. Rules, regulations,
guidelines) legislation all mix into the bureaucracy to
produce
an
absolute deadlock to progress.
Administrators are totally deposed as decision makers
and are completely reduced to clerks who can look up
procedures in the guide book. Think about the kind
of personality that is attracted to this situation.

From C. Darrow: "When I was a boy, I was told
anybody could become President; I'm beginning to
believe it,"
The hierarchy gradually distorts the individual
personality so that the citizen may believe he is
fulfilling his personal destiny while in reality he is a
programmed automaton. Nature provides us with an
example that is useful in illustrating this behavior.
The processionary caterpillar is the larvae of the
Cnethocampa Processionea and is noted for its style of
advancing along the forest floor. Each processionary
caterpillar moves forward with his head abutting the
rear end of h is predecessor. As they advance they feed
upon oak leaves, their favorite food. A scientist
investigating this behavior placed a ring of
processionary caterpillars around a flowerpot. Each
caterpillar had its head abutting the rear end of the
one ahead. They proceeded to go round and round
the pot until they died of starvation, and yet nearby
was their favorite food-oak leaves. The processionary
behavior of the
caterpillars was
not adaptive.
Therefore, they perished when the solution to their
problem was right at hand.

From K. Hubbard: "If there's anything a public
servant hates to do, it's something for the public."
Schools are prime examples of the incompetence
syndrome. They have a marvelous capacity for
incorporating sophisticated and fine facilities into their
constructions, but by law must take the lowest bid on
construction and purchases. This, by its very design,
encourages skulduggery of all sorts. Beautiful ideas
often end up with crippled facilities because of this
approach when hierarchiological bureaucrats don't know
how to write tight specifications. These same
bureaucrats usually have too much pride to admit to
anyone
that they don't
know much about
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From E. Hoffer: "When people are free to do as they
please, they usually imitate each other."
Man behaves more like a puppet than like a
caterpillar. A puppet is a figure in the likeness of man
whose actions are controlled by external forces.
Dr. Peter describes the human victim of Hierarchal
Regression as a Processionary Puppet who goes throu~h
the motions of living, punching cards, filling in forms,
and carrying out meaningless rituals.

From R. Frost: "Pressed into service means pressed
out of shape."
The Processionary Puppet is a functionary who is
impersonal about the content of his work but serious
and conscientious about devising new and better
bureaucratic procedures. He is deified for his
dedication to the means of his office rather than to
its meaning. Technical capability provides the power to
enable society to solve its problems, but man may go
to the moon while allowing the environment to
deteriorate, schools to close, planetariums to
dysfunction, and millions to live in poverty.
The Professional Processionary Puppet is defined as
'the organization man with whom modern society
ope rate s i t s for m a l o r ga n i z a t ion s.
Increased
specialization has established narrow criteria for success
so that promotion within the hierarchy is based on
establishmentarian values. This discourages individual
potential and submerges human responsibility.
Typically, the Professional Processionary Puppet is a
man who begins as a specialist and uses his expertise
to win promotions through demonstrating achievement
in work for which he is objectively and impersonally
qualified. The irony is that the man who does
superbly well in his line of work is rewarded by being
compelled to leave it, to move up into a higher level
of entrapment. This is precisely how a Professional
Processiqnary Puppet is recruited. He is characterized
by his lack of responsibility for making policy-he
merely carries it out.
From W. Lippmann: "Where a/l think alike, no one
thinks very much."
Specialization creates expertise of the irresponsible
follow-the-Ieader type, that in turn must be guided by
layer
upon
layer of
management specialists.
Specialization creates the need for bureaucracy.
Bureaucracy fosters an ever more institutionalized and
thorough-going rule by mediocrity,
Great stress has been laid upon equality in these
times when so many feel they are not getting their
fair share in the great giveaway society. The task of
equalizing society has been taken on by our
governments and dutifully measured out to all the
bureaucracies charged with carrying out government
policy in spite of conflict with their agency objectives.
Schools, colleges and universities are to turn out
equalized graduates and matriculators in spite of
grading systems which are designed to reward
excellence.
From H. Thoreau: liLa! Men have beome the tools of
their tools."
To get around the inconsistency of hierarchiological

equality and the grading system, all grades become A's
and B's or S's and U's, only U's and B's can't be
given any more because the individuals deserving them
belong to some special studies program which has been
granted diplomatic immunity. Thus, equality has been
in
hierarchiological schools
successfully achieved
systems, and governments by creating a mediocracy.
From T. Carlyle: "I do not believe in the
wisdom of individual ignorance."
In the old-fashioned grade school, every pupil in
Grade 8 had proved himself competent in Grade 7, so
his Apparent Hierarchal Status and his Real Hierarchal
Status were identical. Not so nowadays. The trend
toward granting social promotions has eroded the
significance of the grade system. Apparent Hierarchal
Status is no longer equal to Real Hierarchal
many pupils are at their level of incompetence, but do
not
know
it. Thus, they become Unwitting
Incompetents. These persons have a great chance to
function well in a bureaucracy.
From S. Maugham: "Only a mediocre person is always
at his best."
Many an employee never realizes that he has
reached his level of incompetence. He
keeps
perpetually -busy, never loses his expectation of further
promotion, and so remains happy and healthy. Instead
of carrying out the proper duties of his position,
substitutes for them some other set of duties, which
he carries out to perfection. These are called
substitution techniques.
Th e first substitution technique is perpetual
preparation. Committees, irrelevant experts, alternate
approaches, the search for precedents, priorities-all
come under the perpetual preparation syndrome.
A second substitution technique is the side-issue
specialist who looks after molehills in hopes that the
mountains will look after themselves. J. Bolt was an
excellent technical man who became the director of
Glamour Planetarium. He did not have the competence
for drama, script writing, program delivery and
management, so substituted zealous concern for detail
in technical duties and the complete paper work to
duly record such. He spent his days assuring himself
that the program was going well and that excellence
was the feature of his presentations. When attendance
dropped off, he couldn't understand why.
A third substitution technique is image replacement.
C. Starr, an Excelsior City high school astronomy
teacher, spends a good deal of time telling her
students how interesting and important astronomy is.
A good deal of time is spent socializing in the
school's planetarium with the neat turn-on device. The
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actual work of learning astronomy she assigns to the
students as home study. Ms. Starr's classroom periods
are bright and interesting; most of her pupils think
she is 'a good teacher. They do not get on very well
with the subject, but they believe that is just because
it is so difficult. C. Starr believes she is a good
teacher; she thinks that only the jealousy of less
competent teachers above her in the hierarchy bars her
from promotion. So she enjoys a permanent, pleasant
glow of self-righteousness. Ms. Starr is substituting
under the placebo, an ounce of image is worth a
pound of performance.
Typical also is the Saloon Planetarian who sits in
the bar at home or at conferences, talking about the
importance of planetarium shows, the faults of other
planetarians and the great works he himself is going to
do some day.
A fourth substitution is Utter Irrelevance where the
Utter Irrelevantist does everything else but his job. He
serves on fund-raising campaigns, plans philantrophic
activity and comes to his own office only to sign a
few important papers.
A fifth substitution technique involves ephermeral
adminstrology. In this situation an employee fills in as
acti ng director or protem chairman of some
committee. The employee no longer has to cope with
his own job (which he cannot do anyway, having
reache h is level of incompetence), and he can
justifiably refrain from making any decisions.
A sixth substitution technique is that of Convergent
Specialization in which the Convergent Specialist
simply ignores most of the duties of his position and
concentrates his attention and efforts on one small
task. If he is competent to do this, he will continue
with it, if not, he will specialize still more narrowly.
Conn Ductor was promoted to manager of a major
planetarium from the technical ranks because he had
done so well there. His specific task was to increase
show production and, thereby, bring in more
attentlance. He was incompetent for this task as he
lacked the PR skills and diplomacy of personality. He
substituted a zealous concern for show production. He
spent his days assuring himself that there was no
friction between management and staff and soon
realized that he couldn't possibly learn all there was
to know about such a vast field as show production.
He decided to specialize in varieties of zip cord used
with projectors and how to circumvent the fire code
regulations preventing their use.

From H. Mumford Jones: HOurs is the age which is
proud of machines that think, and suspicious of men
who try to."
T.
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Throbmore,

assistant

director

in

charge

of

technical production for Excelsior Planetarium, is
frequently prevented from attending the planetarium's
weekly staff meeting by a migraine headache that
occurs fairly regularly on Monday afternoons at 1 :30
p.m.
From Edgar A. Shoaff: "This country, with its,
institutions, belongs to the people who inhibit it."
Hi Energy spends a great deal of time in busy
work. He is always on the go. But for his busy
schedule, his programs never quite come off. Details
are lacking, contacts missed, equipment malfunctions,
yet Hi seems oblivious to the shortcomings. As a
result, the pmgram slips off into "not quite" land.

From Pogo (Walt Kelly): "We have met the enemy
and they are us.
II

Crash Knevil spent a lot of time tal king about what
he wanted to do, but far less time planning how to
get there. At the 11 th hour he got into gear and put
out his famous "Crash" programs.
According to Dr. Peter, the mathematics of
incompetence goes: "Incompetence plus incompetence
equals incompetence."
Perhaps the greatest threat to competence I ies in
"structurophilia." Structurophilia is an
obsessive
concern with buildings--and an increasing unconcern
with the work that goes on inside them. In its
extreme
pathological
manifestations known as
Gargantuan Monumentalis, it reaches a stage where the
victim has a compUlsion to build great tombs or
memorial statues. Ancient Egyptians and modern
Californians appear to have suffered greatly from this
malady.
A Pauling, the head of buildings and gounds for
Utopia College, was charged with the integrity of all
buildings. So diligently did he pursue his guidelines
that no person was allowed to pound hails, use thumb
tacks or extension cords without his authority. To
keep up with the burdensome requests over his
domain, great numbers of technicians, and layers of
supervisors were brought in. This meant that it took
more paper shuffling and six times longer to get
anything done. This only added to A. Pauling's
paranoia about the integrity of the buildings. After all,
people were in those buildings and they most
assuredly would violate the codes by which Pauling
lived. As even more clerks, paper routers, facilitators
and technical people were added, the ability to
accomplish programs became similar to trying to read
a book in Fahrenheit 451 with the firemen around.
When people were literally tripping over a doorsill to
A. Struggles' planetarium because memos and phone

calls could not produce outside building and parking
lights on before and after evening programs, Struggle
installed his own light to allow people to see the
doorsill hazard. When A. Pauling's crew found the
light several months later, it was ceremoniously ripped
out and Struggle was thoroughly reprimanded. When
Struggle pointed out the tripping problem, he was
chastized for creating a potential hazard of a light
fixture which might fa.ll on people since it was not
installed according to procedure. The whole of building
and grounds is run like a military operation and
reason does not prevail; only rules.
From G. Marx: "Military intelligence is a contradiction
in terms."

Like all bureaucrats the thrust of all administrative
and management action eventually deteriorates into
"don't make waves" and "protect your ass." In this
age of paranoia over responsibility, great lengths are
explored to avert having responsibility for actions
pinned on you. Some planetariums even hire resident
consultants for the purpose of pinning all blame for
mistakes on a hired scapegoat. Again, the "protect
your ass" syndrome runs high. All the stories you
have just heard are true, only the names have been
changed to "protect my ass."
From R. Quillen: "If we wish to make a new world,
we have the materials ready-the first one too was
made out of chaos."

TOTAL ECLIPSE IN COLUMBIA
or WERE YOU OVER THE PACIFIC OCEAN OR THE ANDES?
What was the shortest day of 1977? -October 12,
hands down. It held a blur of eclipse glory and
frustration for the seventeen members of the A. A. I
who flew from Bogota, Columbia to meet the moon's
shadow.
We had a Caravelle jet at our disposal, each
member to have a full row of seats so we might
photograph from either side of the plane. Monday
before the eclipse we checked out the plane and had
a session with the navigator during which the flight
pfan was carefully gone over. We were to fly out over
the ocean, turn before totality and fly across the path
of totality. We were ready for the eclipse.
Reality: 1. It was a national holiday, Columbus
Day, and Columbians wanted to see the eclipse. 2.
Friends and a group of orphans had been invited by
the Columbian A. A. I. representative to fill up the
"empty seats" in the plane. 3. An official of the
airline (TAC) came aboard with his family and friends.
Much arguing and scream ing got the children off
the plane. But we took off with ten people in the
cockpit and corridor. There was a mechanic (who
needs a mechanic in flight?) who watched the eclipse
through a flashlight from which he had removed the
batteries and lightbulb1.
Did we head out over the Pacific Ocean to meet
the moon's shadow? No-we toured the Andes, looking
down upon gorgeous peaks rearing their snowy heads
17,000 feet into the sky. Miles off course, as we
neared totality, the su n was visible on the right side
of the plane and our instruments were on the left.
Everybody was shouting, "Turn the plane, turn the
plane." So the pilot, whoever he was, and I suspect it
was the airline official, obliged with a great sweeping
turn. The wing came up on the left side, really
eclipsing the sun for the five people who were
positioned over the wing. One raced up the aisle
screaming, "Drop the wing," as the rest of us tumbled
about.

As I slid backwards across the aisle, I remember
looking up at a magnificient diamond ring-then the
corona-and another diamond ring, following upon each
other's heels. The sky was rather light at 35,000 feet,
but somebody saw Spica and Mercury,
It certainly was not 59 seconds of totality, We
might have figured the exact length by playing back
the tapes, but the most complete one was partially
erased during the period of totality. 35 seconds-40
seconds-we were hundreds of miles off course, so we
were lucky to have seen the eclipse.
On the ground we were met by excited plane
crews who said they'd seen 10 seconds of totality,
although Bogota was plotted beyond the southern limit
of totality. "Did you get any pictures?" My answer
was, "No," I don't recall having taken any as I slid
down the plane, but the rehearsals in a dark room
must have paid off. Not only did I get colors of the
clouds and the moon's shadow on them, but the most
striking diamond ring I've ever seen.
In flight we encountered four layers of cloud. No
wonder most of the ground observers were clouded
out. At least we saw the eclipse, in spite of the pilot.
My eclipse score now stands at 100%-one by plane,
one by sh ip and fou r by land. I'll take the land for
completeness of the experience. In fact, I nominate
the 1970 eclipse in Virginia as all round best with the
ground seeming to move under the racing shadow
bands before the moon's dark shadow dropped out of
the sky and engulfed us. In a plane you might almost
be watching the spectacle on television. There's no
cessation of sound, no drop in temperature, no throb
of primitive awe,
October 12, 1977 is gone-too brief, too brief.
But every eclipse is too brief. See you in 1979.

Dorothy E.
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THE U. S. MAINSTREAMIN
AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR P N

RIUMS

Jeanne E. Bishop
A sweeping educational bill affecting the handicapped
was passed by the U. S. Congress in 1975. Some
experts have suggested that the newly effective law
will change the American public school system more
drastically than the 1954 Supreme Court ruling on
desegregation. The law grants all disabled children the
right to a free public education, regardless of physical,
mental, or emotional handicap. At this time the U. S.
Office of Education reports that almost half of the 8
million children aged 6-19 who can be classified as
handicapped are denied appropriate schooling. The law,
P L 94-142, has another important facet:
By
September, 1978, not only must all the handicapped
be identified, but all must be placed in what the Act
calls "the least restrictive educational environment."
Another name for this is the "mainstreaming" of
handicapped children. A complication arises because
th e law
is
inadequately financed-the
Federal
government will underwrite only 5% of the cost of
each handicapped pupil's education in 1978, with the
amount slowly increasing to 40% by 1982. Therefore
financially strapped schools may mainstream more
handicapped students than is good for all.
How may this affect planetariums in this country?
First, there may be a small increase in the numbers of
special classes for the handicapped and therefore a
greater demand by such groups for planetarium use.
Second, and I think more significant, typical school
groups visiting planetariums will contain one or more
ch ildren handicapped
in some way:
near-blind,
near-deaf, crippled, slow learning, or emotionally
impaired.
Many planetarians have worked with handicapped
students. Almost all who have are positive in their
assessment of student appreciation and their growth of
knowledge as a result of planetarium and related
classroom experiences. As far back as 1954, Walter
Petersen (1954) of the Newark Museum reported work
in an early Spitz planetarium with deaf children. He
concluded that the venture was "certainly worthwhile."
At the first national symposium for education at
Cranbrook Institute in 1958, Raymond Stein (1959)
discussed planetarium activities for blind, deaf,
crippled, and
mentally
handicapped groups.
He
remarked:
Whatever
their disabilities may
be, all
handicapped persons can benefit both socially
and educationally from a special planetarium
lecture. In giving these groups an opportunity to
experience a planetarium performance, we are
helping them toward better understanding of the
beauty and majesty of the universe. The
expressions which I have seen on the faces of
many of these children after a lecture is most
certainly more than enough reward for any extra
work that the preparation of a special lecture
required.
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And recently Ron Thomas and Teri Gipson of the
Cleveland
Museum of Natural
History
received
tremendous satisfaction in giving a special program for
students. After the program it appeared that the
students had not yet grasped all concepts. So the
presentation was repeated. A few minutes into the
second showing an awed voice muttered, "Oh, my
God!"-and they knew that child now understood.
I have given programs for groups of slow learners.
These students, elementary through high school age,
are also very appreciative of special efforts made for
th e i r see i n g and understanding a planetarium
demonstration. The time spent in planning content and
methods for these special people is a little th ing
contrasted with their obvious great joy.
Many planetariums have made special opportunities
for handicapped groups. If your planetarium has not,
you may wish to initiate an appropriate agenda. But
since all planetariums in the United States will
probably soon have handicapped children attending
regular school programs within "normal" groups, it is
particularly important to explore what might be done
to help them better comprehend the topics presented.
If planetarians accept the responsibility of helping each
visitor grow in appreciation and knowledge beneath
their domes during that hour-or-so opportunity, they
will put forth a little extra effort to achieve this end.
And the beauty of the undertaking is that special
labors for the mainstreamed can add to rather than
detract from the perceptions and learning of other
children.
The
planetarium should
request
mainstreaming
information of the teacher, principal, or school
coordinator when a program is scheduled. Types and
numbers of handicaps can be routine group data, in
addition to group name, grade, total number, and
program desired. Of course, the planetarium must
make it clear that mainstreaming information details
are needed only for the purpose of planning special
learning methods. The school and teacher will be
grateful, and the planetarium will be elevated in their
eyes.
An advance guide of a program with suggested
classroom activities and vocabulary is worthwhile for
all school groups. When preparing the guide, special
recommendations for the blind, deaf, and slow-learning
student ought to be included and then pointed out as
appropriate.
Alan Friedman (1975) and others have shown the
value of participatory planetarium programs for both
conceptual and appreciation objectives. It is therefore
very desirable that alternative methods for handicapped
students to participate in a regu lar program be
developed.
A few suggesJions.for mainstreamed students with
specific handicaps follow. Each planetarium is sure to
find additional workable techniques.
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Figure '1. Graphic astronomy slide ideas. The written
term is presented in a form which integrates verbal
and spatial abilities.
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For the group with mainstreamed deaf students Single-concept slides projected at a lew angle just
before a constellation or a special phenomenon is
demonstrated can be helpful for everyone, but
especially the deaf. Jerome DeGraff and Fred Hamil
(1972) have discussed revised caption slides for an
entire script when a public-type program is presented
to an all-deaf audience. And Lionel Daniel (1974) has
detailed how terms may be effectively presented in
programs for the deaf only. -He advocates a (green)
arrow going back and forth between projected name
and the represented star, planet, or special projection.
I suggest that incorporating projected terms will
improve learning of all students, because their
co m p re hension
in connection with visual/spatial
pe rce p tions requires different types of mental
ability-the verbal analysis capacity of the brain's left
hemisphere with the visual/spatial perceptual capacity
of the right hem isphere. Unless the planetarium staff
has special grant funding for adapting all school
programs for the handicapped (which is worthwhile to
explore), the time limitations do not make it feasible
to script-caption in sentences or even sentence
fragments. Single terms, as used by Daniel at the
Vanderbilt Planetarium, are the most promising. I have
recently experimented with graphic astronomy words
on planetarium slides, which are greatly enjoyed by
both deaf and normal children. (See Figure 1.)
In a program where daily motion of sun or stars,
changing moon phases, or other phenomena are to be
drawn or plotted, the deaf student will be aided by
brief instructions printed on the worksheet. Ot~er
students who do not "hear" the spoken instructions
(and we all know there are many!) will also benefit
from the printed backup.
It is helpful for another student without impaired
hearing (or the teacher) to sit with the handicapped
child and give assistance. Sometimes a teacher assigns
such pairs in the classroom, and this team ing can be
extended profitably to planetarium experiences. If the
pair sits slightly apart from the rest of the group,
there are some special things which may be done to
the deaf student: 1) The "helper" can use a dim,
red-lensed flashlight to illuminate the lower part of his
face. The deaf students can read the lip-formed,
although unspoken, words of the helper. Care should
be taken to keep the light off the dome and out of
the eyes of other students. 2) The helper can write
brief notes through. the
program, which
are
immediately read by the deaf student. The deaf
student can also ask the helper questions in writing. A
dim flashlight is necessary for this procedure as well.
Daniel (1974) noted that deaf students respond well
to music, particularly low frequencies. Mainstreamed
deaf students will note and appreCiate music in a
program.
For the mainstreamed blind or near-blind child
Stein (1959) reported that John Patterson of the
Boston Museum of Science gave one of the first
programs for blind children in the 50's by having
them touch and feel the perforations and lenses of the
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projector. However, there is an obvious drawback in
the reversal of the stars felt on a projector. It is
much more desirable for the blind student to
conceptualize from an inner rather than an outer
celestial sphere surface. An inner tactual "view" of the
sky can be had simply: Push tiny brass fasteners into
the proper positions on the inside surface of a
cardboard craft hemisphere. If constellations and stars
are an important part of the demonstration, the blind
student can follow oral directions (preferably with the
help of a sighted peer or teacher) to locate major
stars and groups on a special hem isphere or quarter
spheres loaned to him during the program. The craft
hemispheres are available in 6-inch and 16-inch
diameter sizes, but the 10-inch type is most su itable .
for manipu lation by an individual student. (See Figure
2.)

Figure 2, Craft hemispheres are available in 6-inch,
10-inch, and 16-inch sizes. The 10-inch size, shown
here as a quarter-sphere from the back, has been
fitted with brass-fastener stars.
The quarter sphere is the most workable surface for
planetarium participation sessions, in which students
are to represent what they see in the sky. While
sighted students draw on flat worksheets, blind
children can follow carefully-worded instructions to
place bits of clay, Play-Doh, or plastic putty as sun
disks or moon-phase shapes at different locations on
the inner cardboard surface. While sighted students
review a sequence of daytime sun positions, moon
phases and positions at sunrise and sunset during the
month, or changing noon altitudes of the sun at
equinoxes and solstices, the blind student can make a
tactual review across his cardboard surface.
Principles which may be helpful in working with
hearing- and sight-impaired students are: 1) utilize the
strengths of the other senses, and 2) simplify the
activity as much as possible for them. In addition to
sight, sound, and touch, Ken Perkins {1976} has
explored the use of smell and taste in planetarium
programs with success. And if the lesson is built on
one major theme-not many isolated topics-it is much
easier for most children and all perceptually
handicapped to organize learning.

I

Figure 3. A participation activity on moon phases
performed by a visually-impaired student. Instead of
drawing the different positions and shapes of the
moon at sunset, he is shaping and placing small pieces
of plastic putty.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The slower-learning child also needs special help.
Emphasizing special interests (details can be obtained
when the group is scheduled) that this child has, can
make his/her visit more worthwhile. For instance
suppose the slow-learner is interested in sports. A~
elaboration of the baseball diamond of Pegasus,
coupled with his reviewing it for the group by
pointing it out with a guided hand, could result in his
lifetime interest in the sky. Since giving this child
special attention could lead to jealously and alienation
of other students, special care must be taken to avoid
it. An ideal situation is one where other children are
also mentioned in relation to the interest or other
favorite topics are also discussed.

Roger Williams {1977} described the case of a
learning-disabled boy with wonderful artistic abilities.
Left-brain damaged children, who perform poorly in
reading, spelling, math, and logical subject activities,
can draw what they see very well. Further, they learn
best by this technique. Participation activities in which
the sun, moon, planets, or constellations are drawn
with pencil or crayons will benefit all children, but
are
practically essential to left-brain damaged
individuals.
For crippled students in braces or even wheel
extra planetarium space is required. This should be
remembered when judging the capacity of the
chamber. As with other handicapped children, the
planetarium trip can be a peak experience, something
which affects not only su-bject learning but life-long
interest. The chair-ridden student could be tomorrow's
astronomer.
Emotionally handicapped children deserve attention,
too. Some can't sit still for the entire length of a
planetarium presentation. Provision should be made for
this type of student to move around (perhaps under
the pretext of doing something for you or to get a
better view) or even leave the chamber. In case the
provides
planetarium lacks an anteroom, which
insurance of darkness when someone enters or leaves
consider installing a light-proof set of curtains near th~
door.
No one ever claimed that good communication was
easy.
For effective communication with the
mainstreamed handicapped, those who work with
school groups will probably need to work a little
harder .. _. But I believe that planetariums will
communicate more effectively with all students
working harder for the handicapped. I hope that
others will share their ideas on how that may be done
as we work with this new educational reorganization
law.
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conducted by Ronald N. Hartman

Mt. San Antonio College
Walnut, California 91789
With this issue, we begin a new feature, "Script
Section." (What better name?) This is in response to
many requests from members for scripts in the
Planetarian.
Bryan
Snow, President of the Southwestern
Association of Planetariums, has prepared the following
script for his association members and has been kind
enough to allow its reproduction here. Bryan states:
"Believe it or not, this shqw has been given to
the public in San Antonio for bver 20 weeks with a
sell-out of over 95 people per show, and shows no
signs of slowing down. The sound track (which [is]
from various records) has been the best we have done,
and is probably the reason for its success. The script
is yours to do with as you wish. The only price is: if
you find mistakes or faults in it, I don't want to

know!
didn't supply slides or cues since every
planetarium has different capabilities.
"If you don't copyright your scripts, and don't
want people claiming that the script you gave them is
really theirs, the easiest thing to do is to give it to
everybody and then they will all know where it
originally came from-[ original quote from Plagiarus,
Greece, 6th century, B. C.]."
Also, Bryan has kindly consented to make copies
of the tape available to members, providing you
communicate with him first, and then send a blank
tape. It should be 1/4 inch tape, with 1800 feet on a
7-inch reel. If you take advantage of his offer, be
prepared to give HIM something of yours in return.
Just one last request-let's not all ask at the same
time. He's as busy as everyone else .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
THE END OF THE WORLD
A Script by Bryan A. Snow

San Antonio College
7300 San Pedro
San Antonio, Texas 78284
Telephone: (572) 734-7377
It is said that "All things must come to an end."
It's true. All things have their allotted lifetimes and
when this lifetime is over they cease to exist. It is
true for all things we see around us. People die, races
and cultures decline, all on Earth seem to race toward
an ending.
Only the objects in the heavens seem eternal. The
sun has always been there to light the day. It has
risen and set over 2 trillion times since our world
began. The Moon has never failed to light our night
sky and has changed its apparent shape, its phase,
some 150 billion times for our world to see. The stars
twinkle overhead night after night and have done so
long before man's predecessors crawled out of the
primitive oceans.
The Earth itself seems to personify eternity. It
seems ageless, yet it ages. It has been gliding around
our sun since the beginning of our Solar System, long
before the idea of life came to be. It has seen some
5 billion years and will see billions more. It ages, as
do all things created. It, like all things, has its
lifetime. And when that lifetime is over it will cease
to exist.
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But how? How do planets die?
wondered how our world will come to
The end can come in a variety of
our intention to present to you three
Three ways we might see:

Have you ever
an end?
ways. And it is
of those ways.

"THE END OF THE WORLD"
Of the 5 billion years the Earth has existed,
civilized man has lived only about 10,000 of those
years. It has taken him that long to develop a
technology to place one of his own kind on another
world.
But mankind's knowledge
is
increasing
dramatically. His technology doubles in a matter of a
few short years. It will be but a matter of decades
or, at most, a century or two before man reaches the
distant stars. At this rate of advancement, which will
surely increase, the state of technology that man will
attain by the time of the ending of our world will
seem like magic to anyone from our century. He will
be able to manipulate worlds, ignite suns, explode the
very stars of the heavens. On the optimistic side, we
believe he will also have advanced in wisdom and will
choose not to interfere with the natural occurrences of
nature.

It is this basic assumption that we shall adhere to
throughout our program. That man will have populated
distant planets around distant stars and will not
interfere with the natural occurrences in our Solar
System. When the time comes for the end, he will
simply move away and observe.
We shall now proceed to the first of the three ways
in which the world may end.
COLLISION!
All things in the universe are in motion. The stars
we see slowly traveling across the sky at night do so
because our Earth rotates beneath them.
But those eternal stars also have their own motion.
They are all speeding through space, each in their own
direction. The figures or constellations we see today
are the same ones that were seen by the Ancient
Egyptians and Babylonians before the time of Christ.
The figure of the BIG DIPPER was as familiar to
man 5,000 years ago as it is to us today.
But the stars move. And as they do these figures
change. Mankind has not existed lorig enough to
detect obvious changes in stellar positions. The familiar
DIPPER appeared quite different 200,000 years ago,
and will appear almost reversed 200,000 years from
now.
Our own Sun moves through space and carries its
system of planets with it. On the large scale,
everything within moves around the center of our
Galaxy but on a smaller scale stars have their own,
almost random motion.
Collisions in space are rare because of the vast
distances between objects. But they do exist. Meteors
are constantly bombarding our planet, and, every so
often, a large one will collide with the Earth. These
meteors may be 50 to 100 feet across and when they
strike they dig out huge craters.
But to cause the destruction of our world by
collision the object would have to be much larger.
More on the order of size of our moon or Earth.
This planet-sized object may be the remains of an
ancient planetary system that formed tens of billions
of years ago in another part of the Galaxy and was
ejected from that system when its sun exploded. All
of these millenia it has been drifting through space,
unknown to all that it was on a collision course with
our Earth.
As it neared the Solar System it would appear as a
tiny speck of light against the background stars. The
only way anyone Gould distinguish it from a faint star
would be to watch it over a period of time. After
some months it would have moved against the familiar
pattern of stars. It would still be invisible to all save
the largest telescopes.
More time passes. Years. It is brighter and its

motion is more pronounced. Finally it appears to the
unaided eye as a small faint star, a newcomer to the
familiar constellations.
Now the tempo increases. Night after night the
object's brightness increases as it nears the Sun and
our Earth. Soon the object appears as one of the
brightest stars in the sky. It then becomes clear that
the object is not a star at all. Its true nature becomes
apparent when a tiny disk is observed. As the nights
pass this disk becomes larger and larger. It soon rivals
the Moon in brightness. It is easily recognized by all
for what it truly is-a runaway planet that has invaded
our Solar System and is approaching on a collision
course with our Earth.
The populace of Earth have long since made their
exodus to safer planets but we shall remain to witness
the end.
The planet, now named RAGNAROK, after the
ancient Norse myth of Doomsday, is now also easily
seen in the daytime. It grows larger with each passing
moment as it speeds towards its fin'al destination.
pass swiftly as the harbinger of doom approaches.
We will now slow time down so that we may
witness the final agonizing hours of our world.
As the alien world passes our moon it enters
Roche's Limit. Within that limit the tidal forces
caused by the gravitational attraction begins to pull
the moon apart. It begins to fragment. The stresses
within the rock can no longer be contained and it
explodes with such force that the Earth is impacted
by thousands of many-ton fragments of what was once
our moon.
But th is rain of rocks was not the first reaction our
world has felt since the approach of this cosmic
visitor. Those same tidal forces that have destroyed
our moon have been acting on our world for many
days. And as RAGNAROK approaches, these forces
and their resulting disasters increase dramatically. Tidal
waves a thousand feet high engulf the coastal land
masses. Continent-rending earthquakes trigger violent
eruptions. Volcanic mountains long thought dead now
explode and darken the Earth with volcanic ash. Lava
streams across the continents, pouring itself into the
colossal fissures formed as the Earth begins to crack
apart.
Everywhere there is destruction. The seas churn and
pour themselves into cracks in the ocean floor. The
blazing magma beneath instantly turns the oceans into
steam that explodes and rocks the planet in its death
throes.
We can take little consolation in the fact that
RAGNAROK is also undergoing similar cataclysms.
At last the tidal forces are too great. The planets
explode and are engulfed in the awesome impact of
the COLLISION.
Nothing is left but debris. The World has ended.
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This is one of the ways in which our world might
end. A collision with a runaway planet is entirely
possible. There are so many objects in space that,
even though the chances of collision are small, given
the vast time scale of our planet's expected
Iifetime-l0 billion years-the chance is definitely there.
There is, however, a better chance that a planet
such as RAGNAROK will miss our world completely.
Which brings us to our second look at the ending of
our world.
DEPARTURE!
Picture, if you will, the same circumstances leading
up to the destruction of our world by COLLISION.
But this time RAGNAROK does not strike the Earth.
Instead, it misses. It looms very close but before the
tidal forces can shatter our world the visitor passes
by. The Earth has escaped total destruction even
though earthquakes, tidal waves, and volcanos have
caused world-wide cataclysms.
But as this alien world passes, it is discovered that
it is an incredibly dense planet. Possibly in its youth
it had been like Jupiter, the giant of our Solar
System. As it was ejected by its parent star eons ago
much of its atmosphere was stripped away leaving an
extremely high density core. What atmosphere
remained froze on the planet in the depths of space
and added to its mass.
Now as the cosmic VIsitor recedes into the
blackness, our world attempts to recover from its
nearly fatal visitation.
But all is not over. In fact, the end has just begun.
For while the alien world did not destroy the Earth
in a collision, the nearness of its passage has pulled
the Earth from its orbit. Our own planet's velocity
has been increased to the point where the sun can no
longer hold it to its prescribed path. This increased
speed has given us a new direction-towards the Sun.
The weeks pass. The Earth is quieting down from
its near miss with the alien world. Some form of
normality returns. Even though we speed towards the
sun, no ill effects are, as yet, felt.
The days begin to get slightly warmer. As we near
the orbit of Venus, the Earth's weather begins to take
on a different aspect. The increasing temperature is
warming the poles of the Earth. Early flooding begins
to take place. Temperatures increase and the increased
thermal motion of the atmosphere activates severe
climatic conditions. Storms become more severe.
Tornados and hurricanes wreak havoc throughout the
world. Dust storms, reminescent of those on Mars,
cover the continents. The oceans churn as temperatures
reach above the boiling point. The seas near the
equator boil as the Earth's atmosphere thickens due to
the increased \yater vapor from the oceans. The sun is
visible as a brilliant glow beyond the thickening
clouds.
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The temperature increases, the oceans are boiling
into the atmosphere, but this is not the end. For the
Earth is not doomed to crash into the sun. It is not
going to be vaporized as it nears its fiery parent. For
the Earth's new orbit does not take it any closer to
the Sun than 50 million miles-about half its normal
distance. It has reached its closest point, perihelion,
and is now receding from the sun with increased
velocity.
No, with its new orbit, our Earth is not doomed to
a fiery death. But escaping from the sun is but a
brief respite to our wandering world.
We can now feel the sun's effects lessening. The
temperature has ceased its climb and begins to drop
slowly. We pass the orbit of Venus once again, but
this time on our outw~rd journey. The oceans are still
above our heads in the form of heavy clouds. The
rocks are still glowing a dull red with the heat.
We have passed our Earth's former orbit, some 93
million miles from the sun, and still the heat lingers,
blanketed by the immense ocean of atmosphere.
As we leave the sun behind, the temperature
continues to drop. Water droplets begin to condense in
the cooling clouds. Rain begins to fall, However, the
rocks are still hot and the rain turns to steam before
it can reach the surface. The droplets continue to
form and to fall and gradually the rocks begin to cool
until the rains form warm pools where mighty oceans
once churned.
Now the Earth is swept by the greatest deluge since
the oceans first formed. The very sky opens as floods
cover the entire planet. The water rushes to its former
lowlands and erodes much of the mountains and land
areas we once knew.
While the great flood is going on, the Earth
continues to race away from the Sun. The temperature
continues to drop. The rain is now a cold one.
Months pass. The rains continue.
The heat the Earth once knew is now replaced by
an intense cold. The polar caps are once again frozen
as the cold continues to engulf the entire planet.
Thin pools have now turned to ice. The rain that
once poured has now changed into a blinding snow.
As the Earth recedes farther into the Solar System,
the snow becomes a torrent of sleet and ice.
Inland lakes are now frozen. Great ice floes are
appearing in the oceans even as far as the equator.
The temperature is now a hundred degrees below
zero and still dropping. The ice floes are increasing in
size.
Two hundred below!
There is nowhere on land that is not covered with
ice.
Three hundred below!
The ice floes in the oceans have merged and
solidified.

The atmosphere itself, that once poured rain and
sleet, now solidifies around our freezing world.
The Earth is not yet dead. Its core is still molten
and sporadically volcanoes erupt through the ice,
causing rivers to flow once again. But briefly. They
instantly freeze as soon as they flow away from the
lava. Shortly, even the once hot lava cools, hardens
and freezes.
Four hundred below!
The oceans are now frozen solid to their very
depths.
The Earth continues to move away from the sun.
The temperature is now four hundred and fifty
degrees below zero.
All thermal motion on or near the surface of the
Earth has ceased. Deep within, the core remains hot
due to internal radioactivity. It will remain molten for
possibly millions of years, but will eventually begin to
cool.
Our world will finally die in the bitter cold of
space, far from the comforting warmth of its former
star. It will drift slowly through the endless void, a
frozen world with little remaining under the many
miles of ice to hint that it once spawned the human
race.
Will a cold death be in store for our pl~net? Will it
be destined to wander silently through space and, in
perhaps billions of years, be the RAGNAROK that
causes the destruction of another world? If it becomes
the runaway planet should mankind destroy it to
prevent further injury? A choice our children may one
day have to make. And then it may be our
descendants who decide how the world will end.
But there is another way our world may end. A
way that seems much more likely than the previous
two.
Our Sun is the key to the existence of our Earth
as well as all of the other planets of the solar system.
The heat and light from the sun and its fairly
constant output allowed life to form and flourish on
our planet.
The sun, like most stars, derives its energy from
thermonuclear fusion; the changing of atoms of
hydrogen into atoms of helium.
As four protons, which are actually the nuclei of
hydrogen atoms, collide under high temperature and
pressure, the result is a fusing into a helium nucleus,
with a subsequent release of a tremendous amount of
energy. Part of the mass of the four protons is
transformed into energy. This mass-to-energy conversion
is the source of the sun's power. Over 600 million
tons of hydrogen are converted into helium every
second.
But what does all th is mean ? To put it very
simply, it means that, in order to survive, the sun
must consume itself. At its present rate of fusion, our

star will exhaust its hydrogen fuel in another 5 billion
years. And then what? What will happen to the sun?
And . . . what will happen to the Earth?

HELLFIRE
Picture the Sun. Its stable life is ending. In order
to remain stable the sun has been balancing two
opposing forces. One force, that of gravitation, is an
inward pointing one. It tries to squeeze or pack the
star together. The other force is the energy being
radiated from the core of the star. It is an outward
force tending to try to push the many layers of gas
out away from the core. As long as the two forces
are balanced the star remains stable. But the sun has
now exhausted its hydrogen fuel. The core is almost'
entirely helium. The great outpouring of energy from
the core is now but a trickle. The forces are no
longer balanced. The central regions of the sun now
begin to contract as the ever-present force of gravity
presses in on it. But as the core shrinks, gravitational
energy causes the middle layers of hydrogen to ignite
in a fusion reaction. The radiating energy from these
middle layers forces the surrounding layers outward.
The result is that the outer layers of the sun begin to
drift away from the now smaller core. The outer area
of the sun seems ,to expand.
As viewed from our world the sun would seem to
get larger and larger. The center of the sun would
remain at its 93 million mile distance but its surface
would rapidly approach our world. The result would
be a rapdily expanding sun.
The surface gases of the sun are now thinning out
as they expand. This thinning process also causes the
outer layers to cool, and as they do their color
changes from yellow to red. The expanding surface of
the sun has cooled from 5000 0 to 3000 0 .
The planet Mercury, orbiting at 36 million miles
from the sun, begins to feel the effects of the
increasing size of our parent star. Temperatures which
are normally near the 600 0 mark begin to soar
upward.
The sun's diameter continues to increase. At one
time the diameter was a mere 864,000 miles. It has
now exceeded 5 million miles.
Its growth continues. Other members of the solar
system are beginning to feel the effects of our
unstable star.
As the sun's outer layers continue to expand, the
hydrogen in these layers continues to fuse into helium,
resulting in an increase in brightness.
The sun appears even more dazzling in the sky. It
is now 5 times its apparent size and increasing. The
swelling of the sun goes on. Ten million miles; twenty
million miles.
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The thick atmosphere of Venus begins to be blown
away from that planet by the heat and increase of
solar wind.
The temperature on Mercury is approaching 2000 0 .
The surface glows a vivid red as rocks begin to melt.
The Sun is now 60 million miles across and
expanding.
More and more of Venus' atmosphere is stripped
feverishly away. Mars' temperature approaches the
comfortable range of 80 0 to 90 0 . Jupiter's always
frozen cloud tops begin to feel a warmth they have
felt only at the time of their creation. Our own
planet's radiation belt is glowing with the captured
high-energy particles ejected from the sun. The
temperature increases.
The sun continues to expand in size.
Mercury, which was only moments ago a molten
ball of rock is now vaporized as the sun's outer
surface engu Ifs the closest of its planets.
Violent eruptions occur on Venus and Earth. All of
Venus' atmosphere has now boiled away into space,
giving Earth a preview of things to come. The sun's
second planet, usually a brilliant white, now blazes
blood red as its surface begins to melt.
Our star's diameter now exceeds 100 million miles
and still the expansion continues.
Our own planet's oceans have boiled into the
atmosphere. Our atmosphere is now being stripped
from us. The rocks begin to glow.
All form of life is now gone. Trees have long since
burst into flame as the unbearable heat continues.
The sun has now exceeded 130 million miles in
diameter and the expansion continues. Venus, our
sister planet, now vanishes as the surface of the sun
engulfs it.
The ever-increasing view of the sun is a constant
reminder of our world's impending doom. The sun has
now expanded to 160 million miles, just 13 million
short of our own planet.
The bubbling liquid surface now begins to boil into
a gas. The vapor that was once our planet, our world
for so many eons, now scatters before the onslaught
of the growing Hell that is our Sun.
Our world is gone. Heated into incandescence by
the fury of a dying star. A star that saw the creation
of its children billions of years ago and, like angry

MOVING?

••••
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Kronos of mythology, devoured three of those children
in its death throes.
The Sun's expansion has stopped. At a diameter of
200 million miles its appetite seems to have been
satisfied. It glows brilliantly, for a brief instance, as if
in triumph, as the hydrogen fusion is exhausted and
the outer layers are pulled back closer to its dying
core. Our Sun's life is ending.
Our world, with
its 10 billion years of
achievements, triumphs, failures, and memories, is now
but a memory itself.
It is scattered throughout the Solar System as
atom ic particles interspersed with other interplanetary
material. Some of these particles are within the sun,
glowing brightly as they start their new brief life as
part of a star.
But our world, as we knew it, has ended.
In the past half hour or more we have tried to
you a preview of how our world might come to an
end. Any of these ways are possible and the last one
is almost certain.
Many people might argue that it is entirely possible,
in fact far more probable, that man, with his
increased weaponry) will destroy his world long before
nature has a chance to.
In his nuclear age it is certainly true that man can
destroy all forms of life on Earth many times over,
but he does not yet possess any weapon that could
destroy his or any other world.
However, even if man succeeds in killing himself
off, there is still a good chance that he or someth ing
quite similar will evolve again and populate our world
once more. Evolutionary time is small compared to
the lifetime of our planet.
In the cosmic scheme of things our Earth is but a
speck in a seemingly endless universe. If our world
ended tomorrow the universe would still continue.
None would mourn save those who knew her. But
that would be enough. For her children, ourselves and
those whose came before us, number into the trillions.
Our's is a beautiful planet, the most beautiful planet
in the universe. The chances are that it will not end
tomorrow, but it could. That's why it is important
that we appreciate our world while we have it. For
when its allotted lifetime is up it, like all things
created, will cease to exist.
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Planetarian Norm Dean of the Bel Air Middle School Planetarium, Bel Air, MD, who is a well-documented
zany, subm its the following (no one will ever know why):
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Two suspicious-looking men (below) are seen leaving
the planetarium. Do you think anything will be
missing inside?
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The planetar~um technician below has correctly wired
this console "power in" ... (true) (false)

"Build thee more stately mansions, 0 my soul, as
the swift seasons
Let each new temple, nobler than the last, shut thee
from heaven with a dome more vast . . . "
The above lines were written by
(a) Oliver Wendel Holmes
(b) Spitz Space Systems

You have the last move in a tic-tac-toe tournament.
You may elect to be either "X;' or "0".
See if you can win.

Two teachers wish to schedule a planetarium visit.
Which one is a girl?

OX

fi
o

0
X 0 X

The real sky is controlled by (a) God
(b) the Planetarium director
Note: False modesty may result in disqualification.

The Planetarian used to be a respectabte magaz(ne, I thought. Oh, well, keep 'em coming, anyway, to: 4100
W. Grace Street., Richmond, VA 23230 c/o Jane Geoghegan. If you're ashamed to sign your name, just use code
name "Gong Show Material," and I will respect your anonymity.
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A Lens-less Moving Curtain
Aurora for Under $3.00
Jan Paul Dabrowski

---------------------------------------~-------A small dome planetarium need not spend
hundreds of dollars on a single special effects
projector, nor does the planetarium director have to
be a carpenter/electrician/machinist in order to build
the desired device. Simple designs and small amounts
of handiwork will produce special effects projectors in
the $5.00 price range. A moving curtain aurora was
designed as a variation of a piece of kinetic art
("Kinoptic System") described by Caloutsis (1974),
and is in use at the Mt. Pleasant Area School District
Planetarium. The projector is suitable for small domes
(less than 8 meters) and can be upgraded for larger
domes by replacing the 6V lamp with a 7-watt or
projector design
is
brighter 110V lamp. This
compatible with Spitz A3P circuitry and is simple to
build (Figure One).

CARDBOARD DISK

TWO WIDE RUBBER BANDS,
I

STAPLED ACROSS HOLE

~
Figure 2

CARDBOARD DISK ABOUT 4" IN DIAMETER

figure 1

Materials required:
motor
rpm
110V ($.89 Olson
Electronics, 260 S. Forge St., Akron Ohio 44327)
-1 miniature lamp socket for No. 605 bulb
(try Radio' Shack, or CAM/RPC 620 Alpha
Drive, RIDC Park, Pittsburgh, PA 15238, Part
No. 363-5-13 @ $.85, ask for catalog)
-1 No. 605 lamp
-1 4-pin male Jones plug cord connector
($1.39, No. 274-204 Radio Shack)
-Aluminum foil
-Six foot lengths (or longer) of 2-conductor
lamp cord and 2-conductor speaker
cable (Radio Shack or Lafayette)
-Scrap lumber and cardboard
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The curtain aurora is produced when light from
the No. 605 lamp is reflected from a crumpled-foil
surface onto the dome. The foil is mounted on a
cardboard turntable attached to the 1 rpm motor. The
moving reflective surface causes the curtain to shimmer
and change pattern. There are several ways to attach
the cardboard disk to the motor shaft. The simplest
method is shown in Figure Two. A hole the size of
the motor shaft is drilled, punched or gouged with a
nail file, into the disk's center. Two wide rubber
bands are then stapled side by side over the hole.
When the shaft is inserted through the hole, the rubber
bands provide an adequate frictional hold on the shaft.
This allows for easy removal of the disk.
The aluminum foil should be gently crumpled and
then partially flattened. Cut the foil to the size of
your disk and tape or pin them together, shiny side
up. Taping or pinning the disk is preferred over gluing
or stapling since you may want to remove the foil for
replacement.
Use wood screws to fasten the motor to the wood
base. Nail and glue (use white glue such as ELMER'S
GLUE-ALL) the small wood block to the base. Use
wood screws to secure the lamp socket to the small
wood block.
The 4-pin Jones plug shown in Figure Three has
numbered pins. Pins 1 and 3 are 6V, pins 2 and 4
are 11 0-120V. This configuration corresponds to the
voltage source on my Spitz A3P projector base. Before
you plug in the aurora projector at your planetarium,
check the output voltages with a voltmeter.

CRUMPLED FOIL ON CARDBOARD DISK
LAMP AND SOCKET

6V

The projector's enclosure can be made of sheet
metal, wood, or black poster board. The poster board
is durable provided it is not treated as a hands-on
exhibit by the audience. It is also simplest to build
(Figure Five).
Several variations of the projector are possible.
Using two in tandem will produce a complex and
brighter aurora. The motors may be of different rates
to give longer periods between pattern repetition. The
size~ shape and placement of the exit opening on the
enclosure can be varied to produce subtle changes in
the aurora pattern. Once you build one, you will
think of more variations.
RECTANGULAR OPENING
BAFFLE TO PREVENT LIGHT FROM

Figure 3

LAMP GOING DIRECTLY TO DOME

Color can be added by taping or pinning a skirt
of multi-colored filters perpendicular to the disk's
surface (Figure Four). With a No. 605 lamp, only pale
yellows, blues and pinks are suitable. Darker colors
may reduce light output too much. If you desire
brighter colors or want to use the projector in a large
dome, replace the No. 605 lamp with a 110-120V, 7
watt night light lamp (or brighter). Rewire the 7-watt
lamp in parallel with the motor and DO NOT USE
the 6V pins on the Jones plug.
Figure 5

FI L TER SKIRT TO ADD COLOR,

The projector in use at the Mt. Pleasant
Planetarium is mounted horizontally on the pedestal.
The light from the exit slit falls slightly above the
horizon cut off and extends 30 degrees vertically and
70 degrees horizontally. When in operation, the
projector is not visible to the audience since the slit is
at least six inches above eye level.

REFERENCES

Figure 4

Caloutsis, Valerios, 1974. Kinetic Art: Theory and
Practice, Edited by Frank J. Malina, DOVER, pp. 6-7.

SURVEY - Continued from page 4

How about once a month? Too costly?
[Editor: It could be done by increasing dues to
$60.00 per year, assuming we received enough material
to fill the journal.]
Keep everything the same.
More ideas for scripts and lessons for different
grade levels. . . I~eas in justifying the importance of
planetariums to school boards looking to cut costs ..
.more important than the interesting but cerebral
articles . . .

We need more research type articles.

The Planetarian has become a true professional
jour-nal which I am pleased to place on our library
shelves. The articles are usually from the REAL world
of tight budgets, niggardly boards, and rambunctious
kids. I have used the articles on Indian myths, and
found the non-Greek well received. Anybody for other
ethnic star stories?
In my opinion it is excellent as it is.
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Will Close Encounters
Become a Close Call.
John C. Wharton
It would be nice to believe that full scale scientific
investigations could be funded with no more than a
"please" and "thank you." For that matter, it would
be nice to believe in the Easter Bunny too. But, at a
time when the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare spends in two weeks the entire annual NASA
budget and, of most immediate concern, when many
planetariums have to justify their very existence just
to stay alive, the idea of instant opulence for a UFO
investigatory group destroys any hint of down-home
credibility "Close Encounters" generates.
Yet, this is a paradox which will escape the general
public.
I fear
the film
will
reinforce the
already-popular notion that UFa's are a fact of life,
and that we should focus our efforts and attention on
them. As we all know only too well, the public
generally cannot see the sense of projects such as
Viking and Voyager, CETI and Cyclops. But UFO's?
Now they're important! The NATIONAL ENQUIRER
says so.
So what does "Close Encounters" mean to us as
professional missionaries of the stars? We tend, after
all, to strengthen UFa-ism for the masses in our
programming, with wistful hopes for the detection of
life "out there" in many real-life and speCUlative ways.
Some of us even try to ponder the UFa question
directly. A film such as "Close Encounters" can be of
great aid to us; in creating new interest in astronomy,
in creating new interest in visiting our facilities and,
perhaps, creating new interest in our facilities for
those we often politely call administrators. But we
should be prepared to draw a line at what the public
wants from us and what it should get. Let's not lose
sight of the fact that the jury is still very much out
in the matter ~f UFO's. We should encourage the
public to watch the skies, provide the methods for
observation and identification of celestial objects and
even fill them with the sense of wonder and hope
which comes with a Pioneer plaque, a Viking landing
or a radio telescope signal to the stars. But bowing to
the public's whims and promoting UFa's because the
notion' is poular defeats our credibility and does the
public a disservice.
Popl;tlar films such as "Star Wars" and "Close
Encounters" may prove to be a boon in generating
fresh interest in astronomy and planetariums. But, they
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also offer much for us to consider and reflect on as
we embark on what may be an ominous new era of
UFO-mania. The Force may be with us, but so is
"Close Encounters of the Third Kind."
Two days have passed since I fought my way to a
seat for the Evansville premiere of "Close Encounters
of the Third Kind." As a rule, I avoid crowded
theaters as I would a Star Trek convention-and sure
enough, after the months of public relations hoopla
which preceded this film, the place was literally
mobbed. But, I knew that an onslaught of UFO
questions would soon hit and that, if I didn't see the
film that would spark all of this, I'd most likely be
nailed to a wall.
I'm still not sure whether or not I really liked the
movie. For sheer visual jolts-per-minute, it's outdone
by the sophomoric "gee wizz" of "Star Wars." Nor
can "Close Encounters" compare intellectually with the
awesomely cerebral "2001; A Space Odyssey." Yet,
"Close Encounters" is technically impressive-Douglas
Trumbull ("2001," "Silent Running") has created some
incredibly awesome special effects, particularly in the
final 45 minutes of the film-and the film is a totally
absorbing advocacy of extraterrestrial life, an advocacy
which will probably leave a strong impression on the
minds of those who aren't jaded or know better. But,
the real impact of "Close Encounters" lies in bringing
the notion of extraterrestrial contact down to the
blue-collar level, and it's this aspect of the film which
leaves me with strongly mixed fe~lings.
After all, what more readily identifiable and totally
mundane location for the First Contact than Muncie,
Indiana? As one who grew up in central Indiana, it's
a wonder to me that the extraterrestrials didn't just
pack up and head home at this point. But, considering
the shoddy treatment which extraterrestrial Michael
Rennie receives from political and military leaders it)
the classic "The Day the Earth Stood Still," perhaps
Muncie was a wise choice after all. Here's a place
where extraterrestrials can swoop down to the peaceful
welcome of down-home Hoosiers playing canasta,
drinking beer and holding up signs that ask the aliens
to
"Stop and
be friendly."
In return,
the
extraterrestrials leave these good people with an
unconscious vision of a mysterious mountain which
comes to inexorably draw them to it.
It is this mountain which also draws a small band
of international U Fa-hunters, after its location is
deciphered from a message received by the Goldstone
Deep Space Network. This middle portion of the film,
in
which
the
zombie-like Hoosiers' and
the
UFO-hunters come to the extraterrestrial Mecca of a
Wyoming mountain, has been called the only really
slow part of the film. I also found it to be weak, not
because of pace, but because of the ludicrous notion
that a small band of U Fa investigators would be able
to secure the money and means to have 300 square
miles of the surrounding area totally evacuated and
then construct a Mission Control-like spaceport for the
anticipated aliens. A truly astounding sequence could
have dealt with just· how the funds were garnered!

Jeanne E. Bishop

THE LIGHTER SIDE
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Second grade children write interesting post-visit
letters. They provide a light moment in my day. A
sample . . .
"Thank you for letting me see about everything. I
injoyed it a lot even though that was secent time."
Brenda
"I love the planetarium. It was scary." Stacey A.
"I like your show. How old is the planetarium?
How old are you?" Brian S.
"I like the dome and the before that. And all
those stares. Wow." Jennifer P.

"Why dos the sun shine
is on fire. I thin k that the
When the lights went out
thin k it is spooky?" Richard

so much? I think the sun
moon was shot sometime.
it was spooky. Do you
B.

"We had a good time on the trip. And in the
room I like. I rilly like the room. Yes, I do. I rilly
like it." Micki

"You set a neet lesshon and I did Ii ke the way
wen you work it is cool and neet how do you do it
I hope you didn't get mad at the kids that taked
You are nice and I can't what- till next time." Andrea

M.
"I especially

like the North Star. It was best."

Julie
"Do you believe in UFO's? If you do, , don't."
Mike M.

Cracked Cosmos

"It was fun on the fooled trop." John
(Ever wonder how much of your carefully
thought-through program the kids absorb? .. )

Jeff Schroeder
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CONFERENCE NOTES
PAPER SUBMISSION DEADLINE EXTENDED TO JUNE 1, 1978. PLEASE REFER TO ABSTRACT FORM
IN THE WINTER, 1977 ISSUE OF THE PLANETARIAN OR REQUEST FROM: Dennis Mammana, 3365
NASM, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. 20560 - PHONE (202) 381-4193.
REGISTRATION INFORMATION AND FORMS WILL SOON BE SENT TO YOU, SHOULD YOU BE MISSED,
PLEASE REQUEST INFORMATION FROM: Von Del Chamberlain, IPS Conference Chairman, NASM 3368,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. 20560.

------------------------------------------------._._-- -----------------_._----------AGENDA
International Planetarium Society
1978 Conference
August 6 - 10, 1978
Loew's L'Enfant Plaza Hotel, Washington, D. C.

Sunday, Auqust 6

72:00
2:00
2:00
9:00

Noon - 5:00 p.m.
p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
p.m. - 77:00 p.m.

Executive Committee Meeting
Registration
Exhibit Rooms open
"Greet Your Starry-Eyed Friends"

Monday, Auqust 7

8:00
8:00
9:00
9:00

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

- 5:00 p.m.
- 6:00 p.m.
- 72.'00 Noon
- 9.'05 a.m.

Registration
Exhibit Rooms open
General Session
Call to Order
Don Hall

9:05 a.m. -

9: 15 a.m

Welcome

9: 75 a.m. -

9:30 a.m.

Review of Important Business

Von Del Chamberlain
Don Hall

9:30 a.m. - 70:00 a.m.

I<eynote
joseph M. Chamberlain

70:00 a.m. - 72.'00 Noon

Astronomy From Space
((Exploring the System of the Sun"
Dr. David Morrison

"High Energy Astronomy"
Dr. Philip Morrison

72:30 p.m. -

2: 75 p.m.
Lunch
Speaker - (Conclusion of Astronomy From Space)
"Space Astronomy: New Windows on the Universe"
Dr. George Field

3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m.

9:00 p.m.

Regional and Specialty Meetings
Dinner on your own. Encouraged to
visit the National Air and Space Museum
or other museums. Complimentary admission to Spacearium and Theater at
NASM.
Spacearium Open
Welcome to NASM - Michael Collins
Lecture 4CGreat Conjunctions In
History"
Dr. Owen Gingerich
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Tuesday, August 8

8:00
9:00
72:00
2:00
5:00

a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
a.m. - 72:00 Noon
Noon - 2:00 p.m.
p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

9:00 p.m.

Exhibit Rooms open
Concurrent Paper Sessions
Lunch on your own
Concurrent Paper Sessions
Dinner on your own. Encouraged to
visit the National Museum of Natural
History or other museums. Visit
Meteorite and Lunar Sample Gallery
prior to lecture.
Lecture: "Rocks from Space"
Dr. John A. Wood

Wednesday, August 9
8:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

77:00 p.m.

Day hosted by Maryland Academy of Sciences
Depart by bus for Baltimore, Maryland
Visit to the Maryland Academy of Sciences
including activities in the Davis Planetarium
and Boyde Theater and lunch.
Depart for Haussner's Restaurant
Dinner - You pay your own bill
Arrive at the U. S. Naval Observatory for
Open House Tour
Arrive back at hotel

Thursday, August J0

70:00 a.m. - 77:00 a.m.

Lecture:

"Out of This World Art"

Vincent di Fate

77:00 a.m. - 77:30 a.m.

77 :30 a.m. - 72:00 Noon

Discussion with representative of The
Register of Copyrights, Library of
Congress
Retiring President's Address
Don Hall

72:30 p.m. -

2: 75 p.m.

Lunch

Speaker: Alfred Bester, "The Eye of Allah"
2:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
IPS Business Meeting
4:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Farewell and Adjournment
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All materials submitted will be considered. Contributions should relate to one or more of the
following: planetarium activities and/or education, astronomy or space sciences.
Articles, reports, planetarium programs, letters, technical comments, guest editorials, items> of
humor, pictorials (black & white) or selected planetarium facilities and general news relating to the
planetarium/astronomy community is published. (This list is not all-inclusive.) The Planetarian will make
the final decision as to appropriateness of material submitted.
All material should be submitted directly to the Executive Editor. Contributors will be notified of
acceptance, rejection, or need for revision within a reasonable period of time.
The manuscript should be typed free from errors, double-spaced, on 8 1/2 x 11" paper.
Strikeovers and other markings are to be avoided. Use the first page to show the title, author's name,
complete address, and exactly how the byline is to appear. Begin the text on the second page. Place all
legends for figures on a separate sheet at the end of the manuscript, and enumerate in the text where
each figure should be located. Place all tables in the manuscript in their appropriate locations.
Photographs must be black and white, on, 8 x 10" glossy paper. DO NOT mark or label on
photographs. Labels referring to a part of a photograph should be indicated on a separate sheet or
onion-skin overlay.
Line drawings, charts, and similar drawings (excluding halftones) should be drawn with dense black
(preferably India) ink with a high carbon content. If only printed copies are available they must be
equal to the above specifications. Copies duplicated on electro-static type duplicators are not acceptable.
DO NOT SUBMIT COLOR WORK of any kind.
REFERENCES should appear in the body of the manuscript by the Author's last name and the
date of the publication, e.g.: (Nelson, 1972), with full references liste-d alphabetically at the conclusion
of the manuscript, giving author's name, year, title, publication, volume, number and pages. Example:
Nelson, Arnold, 1912. Distance Concepts in Astronomy. Planetarian 1, No.2, 56-58.
Adherence to these instructions will be appreciated.
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